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Abstract. This article describes
a

fitting method allowing to determine the persistence
length of

a
wormlike Kratky-Porod chain. The form factor of

a
flexible polymer chain is

mea-

sured by
means

of
a scattering technique. Its theoretical expression is composed of the exact

calculations of des Cloiseaux for an
infinite chain and of the approximated function of Sharp

and Bloomfield valid for
a

finite chain. Two examples of the determination of b illustrate this

method
: one

describes
a

polyion in a semi dilute solution without salt, the other
a polystyrene

chain in its melt.

Rdsum6. Cet article d4crit une m4thode permettant d'obtenir la longueur de persistance b

d'une chaine de Kratky Porod. La m4thode consiste h ajuster les donn4es, mesurdes par diffusion

de rayonnement, avec un facteur de forme. Celui-ci provient de la fusion du calcul exact de des

Cloizeaux pour une
chaine infinie et de l'approximation de Sharp et Bloomfield pour une chaine

finie. Elle est appliqu4e,
avec

succbs, h la d4termination de b pour un
polyion en

solution semi-

dilu4e sans sel et pour une
chaine de polystyrAne dans

son
fondu.

In the past two decades, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has allowed Iii measurement

of the form factors of polymer chains in different environnements. From such experimental form

factor, we can easily determine the polymer chain conformation in various simple models, such

as a cylinder or a rod shape or a Gaussian chain. But, in practice, it is often necessary to

introduce a parameter in order to describe the local chain stiffness: the persistence length
b. The model which is the most widely used in the analysis of the experimental data is the

wormlike chain of Kratky and Porod. It accounts for a continuous transition from coil to rod.

Des Cloiseaux [2] has calculated the form factor of an infinite wormlike chain as a function of

the scattering vector q. It shows that the position of the crosspoint between the behaviour of

the coil (q-2) and that of a rod (q~~ at intermediate q range is not clearly defined. Hence, the

determination of b from this position is not very accurate. Furthermore the two asymptotic q

ranges are far apart from each other and difficult to explore properly simultaneously. Another

difficulty arises from the weakness of the scattering intensity in the asymptotic q range. Finally
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for a finite chain, the q-~ domain is either reduced or suppressed, increasing the difficulty of

the determination of b.

The aim of this paper is simply to present an accurate fitting method to determine the

persistence length. It corresponds to a connection of different theoretical approaches already
published and is not original from this point of view. But it is, however, easy to handle. The

method is illustrated by two examples of chains built on a polystyrene backbone and well

known to behave as Kratky-Porod chains. The first is a polyelectrolyte chain in semi dilute

solution (polystyrene sulfonate). The second corresponds to amorphous polystyrene in its melt

(Sect. 2). In both cases, we have determined the persistence length of the chain using the

scattering function described in Section I. The comparison bet~i~een the two form factors of

both examples leads to very different results at large q values. They are discussed in the last

section.

1. The Chain Form Factor

A Kratky Porod (KP) wormlike chain [3] is a Gaussian chain which evolves continuously to a

rigid rod when decreasing the distance below the persistence length b. Two parameters define

the chain: the contour length L and b.

The expression of the radius of gyration Rg of such a chain has been given by Benoit and

Doty [4] as function of L and b:

From this
quation, one ould determine b, knowing Rg and L, either

stimated
or

easured.

The measurement of Rg
is hieved by eans of scattering, of

light
or in the range of

the scattering vector
q, qRg < I. It is perhaps

easier
to determine b from the whole scattering

curve.

chain.

An exact calculation of Si(q) has been
iven by des

Cloiseaux
[2], but only in the case

of an chain. For qb < 4, we call this )(q): the values of
q~LbS)(q)

are

tabulated as a function of qb
in reference [2].

For qb > 4, one can

asymptotic
form [2] ,vithin

S)lql
"

(
+

~ )~~ qb 2 4 121

Let us note that the variation of Si(q) at large q values allows an experimental determination

of L, necessary to obtain b from equation iii. But such a combination of equations iii and

(2) requires absolute measui"ements at large q and the investigation of the whole q range from

qRg < I to qb > 4. This is not always possible using only one scattering technique.
In the case of finite KP chains, different approximations [5,6] can be used. For rather long

chains and small q values (qb < 2), Sharp and Bloomfield [5] have given the following expression
of the form factor:

Si~
-

(11 ie~ i + x>
+1 4

+ (ii +
II e~l 131

q~Lb L
~~~~~ °~

3
~~'~ ~

b
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Fig. I. Fig. 2.

Fig. I. Kratky plot of the form factor Si (q) of
a

wormlike chain
as a

function of the dimensionless

product of the scattering vector q with the persistence length b. The full circles correspond to the

calculation of des Cloizeaux [2] for an
infinite chain. The full lines correspond to the approximation of

Sharp and Bloomfield [5]: the upper one
is obtained with a

chain contour length L
=

1000b, the lower

with L
=

lob.

Fig. 2. Absolute intensity scattered by a
polyion in

a
semidilute solution of sodium polystyrene

sulfonate
versus the scattering vector q. The data are

those of Bou6 et al. [8]. The full line is a
best

fit to the form factor (Eq. (4)) of
a

wormlike chain. The fit gives a
persistence length b

=
65 1. The

insert shows the same curves in the Kratky representation which enhances the
curve

tail.

This equation is in a good agreement with the general expression given by Yoshizaki and

Yamakawa [6]. Moreover, numerical calculations show that under the condition L > 20b, the

values of equation (3) reach those of the des Cloizeaux function in the range qb < 2 (see Fig. I).

Thus ,ve have built the form factor of the KP chain in the following way:

S)~(q) qb § 2

Si(q)
=

S)(q) 2 § qb § 4 (4)

St (q) qb / 4

Representations of these functions are shown in Figure I using the Kratky plot, q~S(q)
versus

q. In this figure, the full dots correspond to the des Cloizeaux functions S) and St. The

overlap of these asymptotic functions with the function of Sharp and Bloomfield is very good
for qb

=
2. This conclusion remains valid for L > 10b.

A closer look at equation (4) shows that the q range necessary for a precise determination

of b is qb < I only. This is not surprising since in a scattering experiment the determination

of a length t is well measured in the range qi < I. Nevertheless, we believe that this point has

to be stressed.
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2. Two Examples of the Determination of b

The tests of the fit to equation (4) are made on the measured form factors of two kinds of

polystyrene chains. In order to cover the whole q range of the form factor, including qRg < I,
rather low molecular weights (M

+~

100000) and the q vector range (7 x
10~~ to 0.3 1-~)

were

used.

For the greater values of q, the scattering intensity is very sensitive to the background level.

Electronic and neutronic background was carefully measured and substracted from the SANS

data. But the most difficult is to account for the background due to incoherent scattering. On

one hand, the multiple scattering due to the large amount of incoherent scatterers (mainly hy-
drogen) in the sample is not calculable. On the other hand, an additional incoherent scattering
arises from the random distribution of coherent scattering lengths of solvent molecules in the

mixture of hydrogenated and deuterated ones [7]. We chose to prepare blanks which deliver

exactly the same total incoherent scattering as the samples. Under this condition, all multiple
scattering effects should be identical; the blank and the sample have the same attenuation due

to incoherent scattering. Absolute measurements are made using the determination of the

incident beam intensity [7]. After background corrections, the final coherent scattering cross

sections are given in cm~~

2.I. SEMI-DILUTE SOLUTION OF SULFONATED POLYSTYRENE PSS. Here, we have used

the results of a recent experiment [8] made in order to determine the temperature variation of

the form factor of a polyion in a semi-dilute solution. The form factor of a PSS chain

CH-CH~
H

,
H

~
H H
~~

was directly determined from a SANS experiment using the zero average contrast method

(ZAC) [9], which was early used for copolymer studies [9c]. Since the scattering data were not

sensitive to the temperature, only the form factor measured at 30 °C is analyzed here. The

solution was a mixture of H-PSS (Mw
=

80000) and D-PSS (Mw
=

72000) in a mixture of

heavy and light water containing 71% of D20 without salt. The total polymer concentration

was 0.07 g/cm~. The q range observed was 7 x
10-~ to 0.3 l~~. The background sample

was a
H20/D20 mixture with the number of protons of the solution. In the ZAC method

the coherent intensity scattered by the polymer is very weak. Thus the blank gave the same

transmission as the solution.

The best fit of the experimental data with equation (4) is shown in Figure 2. It is satisfactory
and gives L

=
800 + 50 1, b

=
65 + 5 1 and, using equation ii), Rg

=
II? +15 1. These

values have to be compared to those given initially in reference [8]. First, L
=

1090 +100 1

was obtained from the slope of the straight line observed at large q on the q2S(q)
versus q

representation. Second, a value of b
=

64 1
was deduced from L and from the measurement of

the radius of gyration in the Guinier range, Rg
=

140 + 5 1. Both sets of data are similar. We

remark however that here the fit of the form factor does not require to perform measurements

at qb > 4 or 5.
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Fig. 3. Kratky plot, q~si(q)
versus q, of the absolute intensity scattered by

a polystyrene chain

in the melt. The full fine is a
best fit to a

function which includes
a monomer form factor (see the

text). Such
a

decreasing function
was

also observed with
a

polystyrene in the melt (Rawiso and Bou6,
unpublished results).

Fig. 4. Kratky plot of the absolute intensity scattered by
a polystyrene chain in the melt. The

data are those of Figure 3, truncated at q =
0.075 l~~. The full line is

a
best fit to the form factor

(Eq. (4)) of the wormlike chain. The fit gives
a

persistence length b
=

9.2 1.

2.2. MELT OF POLYSTYRENE. The method is also tested on the form factor of a classical

polystyrene chain in melt. It is measured with a binary mixture of regular polystyrene (PSH)

CH-CH~
H

,
H

~
H H

~

and deuterated (PSD) chains of same number of monomers. In order to measure Rg we choose

rather low molecular weights (Mw
=

95500, Mw/Mn
=

1.17) for PSD and (Mw
=

117000,
Mw/Mn

=
i-iii for PSH. The volume per volume fraction of PSD was 4l

=
0.131. The

experiments were performed on the SANS spectrometers of LLB (PAXY, PACE) in order to

cover a wide q range from 8 x
10~~ to 0.45 l~~. The background of the HID sample was

obtained with a fully protonated polystyrene sample. Its thickness was 0.632 mm whereas that

of the sample was 0.725 mm. Under this condition, this blank sample had the same incoherent

scattering as the HID sample.
Figure 3 shows the chain form factor in the Kratky representation. Looking carefully at

Figure 3, one can see a plateau of small extent. Its value of 0.0131 l~~ cm-~ is consistent

with the value of 0. II 4l(1- 4l) 1~2 cm~~ often measured formely in melt [10]. At low q, Si (q)
does not reach the q-2 law (qRg > 4) due to the low molecular weights of the polymers.

We would like to insist more on the original behaviour observed at large q. There, the plateau
is hidden by a decreasing function. Similar phenomena were already observed with polystyrene
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in a good solvent by Rawiso et al. Ill] and were interpreted as due to the finite transverse size

of the chain. In a first step, we neglect this effect and fit the experimental data only in the q

range below 0.075 l~~ (see Fig. 4). The best fit values are L
=

2200 + 200 1, b
=

9.2 + 0.3 1

and Rg
=

83 + 5 1. The fit is not excellent but the L and b values are quite reasonable. If we

take an average number of monomers of 900, the L value corresponds to a monomer length of

2.45 1 close to 2.53 1 the length of a monomer (a C-C-C binding). Furthermore the value

can be compared to that determined from the relationship R(/Mw
=

2b/(6ML) where ML is

the linear density of the polymer, 41.2 Dalton Ii for the polystyrene II Ii. Following Fetters et

al. [12], the value of R(/ilfw for polystyrene in the melt is 0.0724 and thus an estimated value

of b is 8.95 1. It is in a very good agreement with the value of 9.2 1obtained from our fit.

Let us now analyze the decrease of the Kratky plot observed at large q (see Fig. 3). We

introduce in the calculation of the Si (q) a finite transverse radius:

~ii~i
"

~li~i~i~i
"

~li~i~~Pi~~~Ri/41 i~i

where 4l(q) is the monomer form factor and Ra the apparent radius of the chain Ill]. The fit

over the whole q range is shown in Figure 3. We obtain Ra
=

7 + 0.3 1. The monomer form

factor does not affect the scattering curve at small q and then the best fit values of L and

remain unchanged. This is another argument in favour of determining the persistence length
with a fit in the range qb < 1.

3. Conclusion

From these examples, it is clearly seen that the value of the persistence length can be easily
obtained from a fit of the experimental data to the chain form factor Si (q) of equation (4).

The only requirement is the condition L > 10b for equation (3), which is fulfilled in most

polymer studies. The great interest of this method lies in the fact that only the q range qb < I

is required in order to obtain b. The asymptotic domain where Si(q) i (qL)~~, difficult to

obtain properly, is not necessary. This conclusion is the main result of this paper.

Let us finally compare directly the data of the two examples using the normalized form

factors. In Figure 5, the difference between the t,vo curves, at large q values, is striking if we

consider that the scattering function in this q range reflects the form factor of a monomer.

As the monomers are similar, both curves should be similar too: it is clearly not the case.

The form factor of the monomer for the PS in the melt appears to be important ~i~hereas it

seems to be near I for PSS. This result for PSS is confirmed by the monomer length of 2.4 I

(obtained from the L value of the fit (see Fig. 5) and from an average number of monomers of

330) very similar to that of 2.45 1 found for PS. The difference is more surprising considering
their respective sizes: the transverse size of PS momoner is smaller than that of PSS due to

the sulfonate groups. As a matter of fact, the monomer form factor can be written:

4~lql
=

k~~ L kikj.1/~~~~~~>~l 161

1>J

where ki is the contrast length of the i~~ atom at the position ri and k the contrast length of

the whole monomer. Thus the function 4l(q)
=

I found for PSS can result from a compensation
of the partial form factors in equation (6).
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Fig. 5. Kratky plot of the normalized scattering intensities, Pig)
=

Si(q)/Si(0), for
a

polyion of

polystyrene sulfonate in
a

semi-dilute solution (.) and for
a

chain of polystyrene in its melt (+). The

full lines are the best fits shown in Figures 2 and 3. The interest lies in the difference which appears

at large q values. This difference is less impressive in the direct representation of Pig)
versus q shown

in the insert.
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